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Quite simply put, high
school girls don’t know what they
want, so there’s really no point in
dealing with those soulless heartbreakers. Wanna know who won’t
break your heart though? Your
bros. These are the fellas who don’t
stand you up, do return your calls,
and don’t end your relationship for
unexplainable reasons. Plus, they
only occasionally cheat on you, but
it’s with other bros, so it’s cool.
With that mindset fresh
in my brain, and an offer of two free burritos
and Badger basketball
game tickets against
Northwestern thanks
to Qdoba, I gave my
friend William Kluender a ring, “Tonight,
we are having a noholds-barred celebration of
brohood, a broing away party,
a brolebration, a bro-choice rally,
brotime at the Apollo”. Now those
are the words of Barney Stinson of
course, and for those who aren’t
familiar, the bro of all bros. Look
him up.
This all started when the
lovely Teri Parris-Ford texted me
about this fine deal from Qdoba,
with the only catch being that I
had to write a story about it. Well,
here’s your story.
After a trying couple hours
of coaching the freshman basketball teams here at school, Bill
and I drove over to Qdoba. It was
a bit slick on the roads, but the
thought of black beans, rice, steak,
sour cream, and pico de gallo all
rolled into one kept me focused
and determined. Upon arrival we
explained that we were indeed the
lucky recipients of this promo deal,
whereupon we were greeted and
had a picture taken of us, given our
tickets and free burrito cards, and
wished a good time. After watching all those ingredients be folded
into that tortilla, we sat down
and enjoyed some water (to keep
the night totally free of charge of
course). I savored every bite…I
think. I ate it really fast. It tasted
really good. Unfortunately young
William couldn’t quite devour his
in its entirety. Wimp. Soon after, we
were on our way.
We took the usual route,
Mineral Point, which turns into
Speedway, which turns into Regent,
which turns into Proudfit. From
there it was a left onto West Main
Street, and thus the parking game
began. These bros weren’t gonna
cave and shell out ten bucks for

A Valentine’s Day Special:
The Bro-Date
parking. Nuh uh, no way. This was
the night of free.
This meant we moseyed
around looking for a street spot.
Main, nope. Bedford, nope. Doty,
nope. Turn around. “Hey there’s
one!” Driveway. “Oh look, another!” Fire hydrant. Wilson, Bassett, Broom, nope nope nope. We
drove back on North Shore before
working our way
over to

Broom
again.
Then suddenly…victory! We
had
found a spot, albeit
on an icy
snow drift.
After a chilly three block
trudge and several Anchorman
quotes, we had reached the Kohl
Center just in time to catch the
Nebraska upset over Indiana on
the numerous television screens.
From there we found our way to
our seats, where we were pleasantly
surprised to find that they had a
pretty nice view, near midcourt in
the second row of the third level.
Wisconsin hit the ground
running, draining three straight
three-pointers. The next eighteen
minutes were closely contested before Bucky broke it open in the second half. John Shurna frustrated the
Badgers all night, but Wisconsin
got
the
last

by Chris Morgan

laugh behind strong showings from
Ryan Evans and Jordan Taylor. As
we exited the Kohl Center 77-57
victors, we were met with the reality of the blustery winter winds.
We had a bit of a struggle finding
the Hyundai Sonata again, but
alas, it was right where we left it
on Broom Street. We cruised home
to the tune of S. Carey, Walk The
Moon, and King
Charles.
After a halfhearted
attempt at
a mouse
trap car
for Math
Physics
class, we
called it a night.
Sounds fun and
free of drama, right?
Damn right. Instead of
wasting your money on jewelry she’ll sell to a pawn shop,
flowers that will die in a couple
weeks, or chocolates you’d be better off enjoying yourself, rekindle
a bromance this February. Catch a
comedy the ladies would hate anyway (a film of the Harold & Kumar
type), a sporting event like Bill and
I did, or even the most brotastic of
all bro-date ideas – laser tag.
Now this doesn’t mean I’m
a cynic who’s sworn off girls, quite
the contrary actually. Ask any of
my friends, I’m a sappy romantic
with the cliché goal of finding “the
one”. Unless somebody knocks
me off my feet second semester
though, I’ve realized high school is
definitely not the place to find that
person. So gentlemen, wise up and
save your dough this Valentine’s
Day. It’d be much better spent at
Point Cinema, the Kohl Center, or
Ultrazone.
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Announcements:

Those interested in becoming a
mentor for a Jefferson student 2nd
semester, please see Ms. Petta in
the Student Service Office.
Softball Tryouts for all three
teams (Freshmen, JV and Varsity)
will begin on Monday, March 19th
in the Field-house from 8:3010:00pm. Pick up the softball
paperwork with Coach Joyce in the
school store before school or during lunch.
Looking for student tutors, do you
have the gift to explain and instruct
other high school students in one
or more classes? Are you willing
to make a commitment once or
twice a week? Stop down to the
Tutoring Center today to pick up
and fill out an application. If you
are new to tutoring we will help
you get started, and if you tutored
last semester, stop by and tell us of
any changes.

IMO: I LOVE/HATE
Valentine’s Day
By David Morel & Erin Edinger-Turoff

LOVE:
February 14th is that one magical
day every year where anything
can happen. Some people think of
Valentine’s Day as a silly gimmick, and that you should show
your love every day of the year
instead of just on Valentine’s Day.
I, however, think it is a day where
it is acceptable to go that extra
mile. In fact, Valentine’s Day is
the window of opportunity most
of us need to take that leap of
faith; it gives the excuse to tell
that someone who’s been on your
mind just what they mean to you.
It’s the right day to do something
crazy; profess your love for that
crush since you couldn’t muster
up the courage to ask her to prom
last year. Or perhaps a little bit of
spontaneity is just what you and
your boyfriend, or girlfriend, need
after a cold winter devoid of that
burning passion you’ve missed
since that third date. Whatever

the case is, Valentine’s Day gives
everyone the chance to find love, a
possibility for a new beginning, or
a new chapter in a long term relationship, bound to be full of excitement, spontaneity, and passion.
The thing about love in life is that
love, more often than not, does
not make any sense and life will
only take you so far – it’s truly up
to you to follow your heart and to
take the initiative. So gentlemen,
it’s time to crank up the romance
and get that special someone a box
of nice chocolates, a few roses, or
maybe even a little bit of jewelry.
Ladies, get ready to be wooed, this
winter just got a little hotter, in a
good way.

HATE:
It is impossible to write anything
of anti-Valentine’s Day sentiment
without being assumed a pessimist
or cynic, which is understandable.
That being said, every claim in
this article that degrades the value
of Valentine’s Day is not because
I am against the idea of love, or
of expressing it, but because I am
actually a romantic person beneath
a layer of reality that I acquired
sometime after I realized that I
was not, in fact, going to marry a
prince or the boy Anakin from the
first of the new Star Wars movies. I would like it to be clear that
disagreeing with the tradition of
Valentine’s Day itself is not synonymous for disagreeing with the
general romance that it promotes.
The reason why Valentine’s Day is
loved by some and hated by all the
rest is because it is geared towards
people who are either infatuated,
trying to recreate a fading spark,
trying to compensate for some sort
of guilt or insufficiency in their
relationship, or maybe even feel
genuine affection. In general, the
actions considered customary on
this one particular day in February are sweet, considerate things
to do for someone you care about;
however, limiting them to one day
is ineffective, and in some ways,
destructive. Why so much
pressure and importance

should be hinged on one, otherwise
unimportant date is mystifying, until the real benefits are considered.
Not the benefits to a relationship
that are induced by a dozen roses,
but to the consumer society when
everyone with a plus-one shells
out for whatever token of affection
they deem appropriate to express
their feelings. Yes, there is a price
being put on love.
By all means, keep buying your
partner gifts, cooking them nice
meals, and taking them out on
creative and personal dates. But
why not do all of that simply
because you can, not because you
feel obligated to by a societal norm
and a sale on chocolate or at the
local jeweler? Does your relationship really depend on a Hallmark
holiday? Every day is Valentine’s
Day if you want it to be. Today is
always the day to make the person
you love feel special, or to take
a chance and confess your interest. Why single people choose to
drown in their sorrowful loneliness
on this particular occasion and the
committed worry about making
the day special enough is beyond
me. Feel free to label this opinion
cynical or maybe even romantic,
but please, break out of conformity,
because your genuine attempts at
romance are what make you worth
it.

World Language Student of the
Month
Malloory Durlauf

My pursuit of language
studies has allowed me a deeper
understanding of world cultures.
From summers spent wandering
the narrow streets of Chanzhou,
China to afternoon chats with the
owners of a local French bakery, I
have found a passion for conversation that bridges the language
barrier. In the future, I hope to
use the skills I have developed
from twelve years of French and
three years of Chinese in order to
further appreciate cultural nuances
in language and bring deeper
understanding of other cultures
to my own. I intend on majoring
in Chinese in college and taking
advantage of study abroad opportunities.
--Mallory Durlauf
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Behind the Scenes:
The Beauty & the Beast
photos by Dietrich Den Hartog

Pictured: Steven
Ramos
Sarah Godfrey
Zach Schultz
Arcadia Katzenberger
Hisashi Satoh
Zoe Townsend
Colin Kohrs
Ava Dresen
Jenna Youngwood
Maddy McGuffin
Chris Varney
Ruben Bolivar
Emily Strohmenger
Gretchen
Schmook.
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Horoscopes

Two Beauties:
Comparing Versions of the
Musical of the Year
by Julia Kroll

With a lively cast, spectacular costumes, and an intricate set,
Memorial’s “Beauty and the Beast”
looks like a professional show.
And, besides the fact that nearly
Cruel Valentine’s
every person onstage and backby Madeline Vogel
stage is a high school student, the
show is a professional endeavor.
After seeing the musical both at the
Overture Center and at Memorial,
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) Deodorant, heard of it?
I believe that the two shows hold
more similarities than differences.
On the music end, both
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) Convert to Paganism, you
plays feature extra songs not
won’t be sorry.
included in the movie version.
These songs are sung by Belle, her
father, the Beast, and the enchanted
objects. My personal favorite from
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) You are, and always will be,
both shows is Belle’s “Home,” a
forever alone.
simultaneously tender and catchy
song that was tragically omitted from the movie. Besides the
refreshingly new songs from the
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) Your girlfriend is cheating on
plays, the familiar classics shine.
Including rehearsals and perforyou with pisces.
mances, I’ve seen Memorial’s
show six times already, and “Gaston” is equally great every time.
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) Watch your back.
Gaston (Steven Ramos) spouts
pithy, testosterone-soaked lines,
such as “every last inch of me’s
covered in hair” and “I use antlers
in all of my decorating,” that never
Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) He won’t ask you out no matter
fail to put a smile on my face.
how many mixtapes you make for him.
Grace Schneck portrays
an audacious Belle determined to
escape from her provincial life.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) Purchase a lottery ticket in cel- The play opens on a cutesy French
ebration of your forever-alone lifestyle. Once you win those village. Townspeople mill about
the plaza, greeting each other with
big bucks all da boys will come to the yard.
friendly “Bonjour”s and exchanging provincial pleasantries. As
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) Go buy the biggest box of choc- at the Overture Center, the set is
olates you can find, and hoard them all for yourself while
made up of brightly-colored building fronts with an open central
watching a sappy romance all by your lonesome.
meeting-space. However, Memorial opts for a simpler bench rather
than a fountain as the centerpiece
Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) Go play in traffic.
where Belle sits and reads her
favorite book.
In contrast with the flashy
village,
the castle is reserved but
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) You were adopted. Ha ha.
no less beautiful. In Memorial’s
version, a grand staircase leads up
to a large balcony, which contains
the West Wing, the library, and a
detailed foyer painted in the backVirgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) Fix your hair.
ground. The Overture Center used
a complex system of moving platforms to represent different rooms
of the castle, and that approach
was stunning but more confusing
to keep track of which room was
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) Tell it to the judge.
which.

The entertaining enchanted
objects light up the castle. The
characters are enhanced by their
costumes, which are rented and immense. Inflexible clock Cogsworth
(Mason Rather) and diva wardrobe Madame de la Grand Bouche
(Gretchen Schmook) wear enormous boxes, motherly teapot Mrs.
Potts (Johanna Novich-Leonard)
dons a spherical cloth bubble, and
boisterous candlestick Lumiere
(Zach Schultz) sports gauntlets
with “candles” that have flickering
“flames.” The Beast also makes
his first entrance in the castle. He
wears large curved horns, an immense wig, and padding to create
the appearance of a bulky, monstrous shape. Memorial’s rented
costumes are quite similar to the
Overture Center’s, though the
Overture’s wardrobe costume was
somehow even more massive.
The Beast himself was portrayed quite differently in the two
shows. I found the professional
actor aggravating and childish. As
he pouted and whined onstage, I
couldn’t fathom how Belle could
love him—not because of his
looks, just because of his two-yearold personality. I much preferred
senior Ruben Bolivar’s Beast, who
traded whininess for anger and
portrayed a much less obnoxious
and more believable Beast.
The show ends with the
transformation scene, when the
disfigured Beast becomes the handsome Prince. The Overture Center
had fancy suspension cables so the
Beast looked like he was floating
and spinning through midair on a
dizzying carnival ride. Unfortunately, Memorial was unable to
take the carnival approach, and
instead used a rotating platform,
strobe lights, a smoke machine,
and few extra tricks to transform
the Beast into the Prince. Also,
Memorial sold light-up roses that
audience members were encouraged to light during the transformation. While the Beast transformed,
dozens of glowing red roses dotted
the audience, adding to the excitement and anticipation for the final
change.
Though the two shows had
their differences, both were rewarding and excellent. I especially
commend everyone involved in
Memorial’s “Beauty and the Beast”
for the wonderful production.
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Artist of the Month:
Kyuhyun Joshua Lee
Since elementary school, my motivation for creating art was to finish assignments given by teachers, where most of my images would come from
textbook illustrations. In retrospect, the art I did before eleventh grade
was passive art. I came to the States from Goyang City, South Korea
when I was a freshman and took art classes as one of those ‘relaxing’
classes. I had an epiphany during junior year when I created a ceramic
sculpture that allowed “clay to be clay.” I was fascinated by this, and had
discovered a direction for my artwork. Furthermore, this piece changed
my perspective on art: my way of thinking about art evolved from art
being an irrelevant
act by an artist to an
opportunity for me
to express myself
through a medium.
Allowing a ceramic sculpture
to maintain its
identity as clay,
or letting “clay to
be clay,” means
to me that the
final product
shows evidence
of how clay was
produced naturally by geologic
and climactic forces. I achieve
this through a strong emphasis on
organic textures which include
folding, cracking, splitting, wedging and erosion. I soon realized that
in order to make such pieces, I had
to assume the role that nature takes
when it makes clay. For erosion,
I run water over the clay’s surface; for folding, I bend and layer
the clay; and for cracking, I torch
the clay so it dries unevenly and
quickly which causes it to shiver.
Instead of being inspired from a
text book, I receive my inspiration
from nature. However, the majority of inspiration comes from the clay itself. As I build a piece, I do not try to force the
clay to be a piece that it would only pretend to be. Rather, I try
to communicate with the clay to sculpt a piece that shows my
style as well as the expressive nature of the clay. This change of
inspiration occurred primarily during my summer 2011 studies
at the Art Ventures studio in Dodgeville, WI. My experiences
there heightened my observation and perception of my natural
surroundings. Now I am aware that everything I perceive and
experience can be expressed in a form of art. As a result of this
new approach my artwork and ideas have helped me gain admission to the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. In my future
studies I look forward to applying my artistic approach to more
applicable forms of art, such as architecture.
Respectfully,
Kyuhun Joshua Lee
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Class Recommendation Time

A Selection of Classes

By Julia Kroll
As you’re choosing classes, it’s
always good to ask for the opinions of upperclassmen friends,
older siblings, and even teachers. You want to know how much
homework a class has, what year
most students take the class, and
if you’ll find the subject matter
interesting. Keeping in mind that
one person’s opinion may not be
wholly representative of a class,
I’d like to share my experiences as
a senior who’s taken a variety of
classes (yet still regrets missing a
few).

Art

I think nearly everyone should try
an art class in high school. While I
think of drawing as a sort of magical skill, anyone with perseverance
and inner strength can take Drawing 1. However, I preferred exploring art classes that require different
talents.
Photography: I took Photography 1 and 2, and I found the
experience thoroughly rewarding.
Photo 1 starts out using only blackand-white film cameras (though
this is slowly changing), and Photo
2 brings color and digital photography, along with Photoshop and
more exciting projects, like making
books and videos.
Ceramics: Several of my friends
have taken ceramics, and I’m
always impressed and envious of
their beautiful finished products.
It’s a more hands-on type of art,
with colorful terms like throwing and firing. I believe you start
simply, with cups and vases, and
graduate into sculptures and more
creative forms.

Music

Challenges and Adventures:

By Paulette Ellingson
Challenges and Adventures was one of my favorite classes I took
this year, as well as my favorite physical education class I have taken
throughout my high school career. This class formally known as Rocks
and Ropes was one I remember hearing about as a freshman. I could
not wait until I was an upperclassman and to be privileged enough to
partake in such a fun, exciting class. When senior year rolled around
it was finally my time to be a part of Mr. Spencer’s fifth period class. I
quickly realized that the class was everything I hoped it would be. You
do and learn many interesting things. You learn very helpful tips on how
to survive in the wilderness; like how to use a compass, what to do when
you’re lost, where to find shelter, and what you are able to eat. You also
learn a lot about yourself as well, Mr. Spencer focuses on trying to make
you step out of comfort zone and try something new. For me this was really put to the test at the two outdoor field trips we take. The first one was
the overnight camping trip, where I conquered my fear of heights, and
climbed forty feet in the air to the top of the zip line. The next trip I overcame my extreme fear of small places when we went caving. I am so glad
that I pushed myself to do both of those things, If I had not I would have
missed out on a once in a life time experience. I recommend for everyone to take this class. You are able to bond and make friends with other
students that normally you may not, and you get to experience amazing
things that most people never will get the chance too. I want everyone to
experience the challenges and adventures that I have in this unique class.
AP Psychology:
By Paulette Ellingson
AP Psychology was a class that I
was very excited for in the beginning of the year, but I soon found
out that is wasn’t exactly the class
for me. I would recommend this
class to others because it is very
interesting, but you have to be prepared for some hard work. I liked
this class a lot in the beginning. I
learned a lot of cool things about
the brain and emotions, and did fun
experiments. But soon it got harder
for me to keep up with all the assignments and I slipped farther
and farther behind. It is hard to
tell if all the time that I have spent
worrying about the class is worth
it or not. For a person like me that
wasn’t looking for anything too
challenging their senior year, this
is not the class I recommend. I do
believe that this class would be
great for someone who is interested
in learning about psychology and is
willing to put in the time. It is a fun
class and I only wish I had the time
and willpower to be able to enjoy it
to the fullest.

This one depends on your past
training, but Memorial offers a
wide array of music classes. For
singers there are several choirs, and
for instrumentalists there are bands
and orchestras. Also, Music Theory
offers a more scholastic approach
to learning the technical details of
music. Music classes can be a great
break from academics, and it’s very More Recommendations
satisfying for students who are
By Grace Wang
used to practicing by themselves to Now’s the time to start picking
play music with others.
your classes for next year, not sure
what classes to pick? Well here are
Gym
a couple senior student inputs on
I will admit that I’ve never been
their favorite classes they’ve taken
fond of gym, but there are some
at Memorial.
choices which do not include writ- Jordan Black: AP Psych
ten tests on football.
Kaitlin Kutler: Drama 2
Aerofit: The name is an abbreKayce Smith: Chem-Com
viation of “aerobic fitness,” and it
Anna Houden: Sociology of Sports
involves more realistic fitness acJoey Dybevik: English 11
tivities such as spinning (stationary Max Genin: Team Sports
bikes) and yoga, along with some
Hunter Hix: CAMM
delightfully soothing meditation.
Hopefully these student inputs will
Challenges and Adventure
help you decide which classes to
(formerly Rocks & Ropes):
pick for your next year at MemoPerhaps the opposite of realistic
rial, remember if you can’t decide
fitness, Challenges and Adventures if you want to take a certain class
involves climbing rock walls, rope or not…you should always just sign
ladders, and more unusual appara- up for it, because it’s a lot easier to
tus. Climbers wear harnesses and
drop a class than to pick one up.
have a belay team at all times, so
everyone is very safe, but nonetheless it’s a class that requires some
bravery and trust. However, after
one semester, I was surprised and
proud of how much more adventurous I was. What terrified me
in September was the usual in
January. Also, Mr. Spencer was my
teacher, so the class could hardly
be dull.

Fashion Design
This semester I took a Fashion
Design class taught by Ms. Winker
and Ms. Dindorf and it was one
of the best decisions of my life. I
wasn’t sure if I would like the class
when I signed up for it, but now
that I have taken it, I think that
everyone should take it sometime
in their highschool time. Not only
did Fashion Design teach me way
more about fashion than I even
knew, it helped me push myself
to make something that I actually
like. Both Ms. Dindorf and Ms.
Winker help with designing and
creating all of the projects, but it’s
really up to you what the final outcome is. I recommend this class to
anyone in highschool, even if you
are a boy, take it. I guarantee you
will love it as much as I did!

Particular Topics
in Sociology

By: David Whayland
The sports world is an amazingly
diverse thing that can sometimes
be hard to understand and/or grasp.
Everything that is involved in
sports you can relate to real world
issues. Topics such as ethics, racial
issues, sex issues, politics etc. All
of these subjects are things that
are both huge topics in sports and
outside of sports. These are also
all topics that we learned about
in the class Particular Topics In
Sociology, a newer class taught by
the young gun Ben Voss. This is a
very interactive class where a good
portion of your grade is based on
participation and opinion. Over the
course of a single semester you are
required to complete a log book
that sums up all sorts of different
sports news that has happened in
the past year. In class you have the
chance to participate in heated debates, conversations about ethical
dilemmas, clips of current event
videos and most of all the analyzing of multiple sports movies.
What more can you ask for?! You
also are guaranteed a class with a
fun and energetic teacher; Mr. Voss
as stated before. The funny thing
is that even if you don't know a lot
about sports but are interested in
learning more, this is still the class
for you! You just need to come into
the class with a positive attitude
and always ready to speak your
mind and you should come away
with the grade you wished for.

Ceramics and Sculpture 1:
By Joey Dybevik
There are plenty of electives to take at
here at James Madison Memorial. A lot
of times, electives are chosen based on
the teacher's popularity and the amount
of work, or lack thereof required to get
an "A" in the class. This fall semester,
I enrolled in Ceramics and Sculpture 1
with Mr. Herman, his unique and positive views intrigued me immediately.
Although I was not the most skilled ceramicist, Mr. Herman kept me motivated
each and every day to come to class,
mainly because I was very interested to
see what he had to say each day. Because
of his uniquely positive attitude towards
everybody and everything, I believe Mr. Herman is, although sometimes
overlooked, to be one of the most popular teachers at JMM. He is by far
and away one of my favorite teachers because of the time I had this last
semester.
Art Metals and Glass:

By Anna Houden
Not only is this one of the most fun classes at Memorial but it is taught
by the best teacher, Mrs. Ford. Art Metals is a fun relaxing class a great
class to take as a sophomore or junior to ease out such a tough schedule.
This class teaches you how to deal with well, metal and glass. Mrs. Ford
teaches you how to cut metal and make different objects and blow glass!
You make cool little project throughout the semester and you can more
or less finish at your own pass
seeing how experienced you
are. This class is a great way to
get one’s mind off of a stressful
classes, it is really fun to make
and see what comes out! I took
this class last year and most all
of my friends have, I highly
recommend you do the same and
tell all of your friends!
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Astronomy Class Recommendation
By Priya Kalluri
Astronomy, taught in the JMM planetarium and typically only 1st hour, is
a class that takes you spinning through the cosmos. While racing or stumbling through more standard JMM science classes (Chem, Physics, Bio...
), Astronomy is one of those unique, uber-worthwhile, in-my-opinionstunning classes that shouldn’t be forgotten. Taking it Junior or Senior
year or doubling it up with another science class is (to be redundant) very
worth it.
Astronomy is a class built on working through logic, rather than memorizing facts. For the first few weeks, the planetarium “goes dark”, the
night sky goes up, and Mr. Camosy points out the most important observations above — observations that you quickly realize are the launch pad
for centuries of astronomical theories (from the stars as turning bowls of
fire, to Copernicus’s elliptical orbits). These first few weeks, you get to
see what the night sky looks like on perfectly clear (perfectly gorgeous)
nights, and get your first exposure to the magnificence of the cosmos
above. (Warning here: while awesome, these early weeks of the planetarium “going dark” 1st hour are slightly conducive to falling asleep for
many! I urge you to just push through!) Back on topic, the rest of this
class is dedicated to the rigorous and often eloquent logic that takes one
scientist/philosopher at a time, one step forward (or occasionally one step
back), gradually building up and culminating in astronomy as we know it
today. This class is dedicated to not just the facts of astronomy, but how
today’s astronomy came about. Everyone should get to enjoy a science
class this focused on how science came about at some point — Astronomy is a great way to do so.

Wilderness Adventure Club
Wilderness Adventure Club or WAC! is a new club at Memorial this
year. We are a group of students who like adventures and hope to
develop our skills in the outdoors. ‘Chief Grey Horse,’ also known as
Mr. Herman, is our adviser and pack leader. Our adventures so far have
included: the group cooking a hearty breakfast then hiking at Governor Nelson Sate Park, canoeing and kayaking on the Yahara River, and
climbing Gibraltar Rock on a gorgeous fall day. Future plans include
snowshoeing, a lantern-guided night hike, laser tag, day hiking at Devils Lake, an over-night camping experience, and opportunities to learn
the art of backpacking. We have had two fundraisers so far, and will be
selling WAC! t-shirts soon, so get ready! WAC! has been working hard
to develop our skill base and backpacking knowledge in preparation for
a future multi-day backpacking trip. We need supplies first, though, so
if you have camping equipment that you are willing to donate or lend to
the group, it would be greatly appreciated! Please contact Mr. Herman,
Katie Ankowicz also known as ‘Kicking Antelope’, or Johannah Hansen
also known as ‘Jumping Hedgehog’ if you have equipment you would be
willing to donate or loan out. Thanks so much!
-WAC

Myth: Zombies are slow-moving creatures.
Fact: Zombies are fast. Very fast.
Lucky for you, KEVA offers coed
VOLLEYBALL & SOCCER leagues to help
you get in great shape. You and your friends
will be faster, and better organized, than the
zombies. You’ll have more fun than them too.
Grab your friends and sign up a team
today. Need a team? Call us, we’ll help.

Jump straight to our site

All skill levels welcome
Coed or all girls/boys

to scan this, you need the
free app gettag.mobi

For more info, call 662-5729 or visit kevasports.com
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Queen of Hearts
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The MidWinter
Dance

Get your dancing shoes on because
it is about that time of year again,
time for the midwinter formal
dance! Finals are over and we are
starting second semester and what
better way than to come dance
and hang with friends! The dance
is on Saturday, February 11th.
The theme this year is "Queen of
Hearts" revolving a lot around
Valentines Day. The dance will
be held in the main gym and the
school cafeteria. Tickets will go
on sale the week leading up to the
dance and will be sold for $7 dollars a ticket. The sophomore class
is in charge of putting the winter
formal together and work hard on
it so it would be amazing to get a
great turn out this year! So keep
your schedule open and come have
a blast and dance the night away!
--Sara Purdy

Announcements:
Seniors: Graduation preparations
have begun. Please check the Fox
Office window in the commons for
the correct spelling of your full legal name. If your name is spelled
wrong or highlighted, please see
Mrs. Dahmen in the Fox Office.

The Mid-Winter Dance
Tickets: $8

Main Gym/ Cafeteria

MSCR is hiring high school students for summer jobs working
with children. Pick up an application in the guidance office, at the
library's check out counter or with
Ms. Rios outside room 109.
Second semester bus passes are
now available for sale in the Rock
Office through February 9th. Cost
is $150.00 and checks are to be
made payable to Madison Metro.
Boys interested in playing intramural basketball with Neighborhood Intervention Programs “Right
Track Basketball League” see Mrs.
Brown for more information.

Experience España in
2013!
In the summer of 2013, Memorial will be taking an 11-day trip to Spain,
departing on Wednesday, June 19th and returning back to Madison on
Saturday, June 29th. The cost of the trip includes airfare, transportation, accommodations, meals, a tour director and sightseeing. While on
the trip, students will explore places such as Malaga, Granada, Seville,
Cordoba, Madrid and Barcelona. While visiting Spain they will experience a Moroccan tea house, a Flamenco show, visit a Carbonell Olive Oil
Factory, have a salsa
lesson, participate in
a art workshop and
be part of a student
exchange at a local
Madrid school. If
you are interested in
visiting Spain, ask
Sra. Nickols for more
information. It will
be lots of fun!
-Sara Normington
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